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Abstract – Facial expression is the non-verbal communication that provides some relatedinformation about the emotion of a person. Detecting and recognizing human emotion is a
big challenge in computer vision and artiﬁcial intelligence. The main objective of this
paper is to develop a robust technique that can detect and identify human emotions such as
anger, sorrow, happiness, surprise, fear, disgust and neutral in real-time. In this paper,
Viola–John’s algorithm has been proposed to detect the emotions more accurately. This
algorithm is used for tracking the emotions in real time. In this paper, the real-time images
are captured, and then features are extracted from the face images. Image enhancement
and gradient detection are used after extracting the features of face images, then multiple
feature extraction like GLCM, LBP and PCA are applied. All extracted features of face
images are combined and compared with different databases to get accurate emotion state.
CNN classifier is used to achieve conditional detection of accurate facial expressions.
Keywords – Facial Emotion Recognition, Gray-level Co-occurrence matrix, Linear binary
pattern, Principal Components Analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
The face expression in humans is one of the most important and powerful tools for
communication. Facial expressions are very expensive. There is only 7% of the total
significance of the effect of the message in the verbal component of the message, 38% of the
total signal in tone and 55% in portrayed. Extraction of feature is very widely used in
surveillance, biometric, psychiatric, military and Human-computer interface (HCI). In all the
above, facial image is used to identify the emotional state in humans. In the
human population, there are seven basic emotions and they are angry, sad, happy, surprise,
fear, disgust and neutral. The above emotional states can be identified from human facial
expressions.
Identifying the emotion of the human being is not an easy task it varies from person to
person. Several scholars have made an effort to recognize human facial features like age, sex
and feelings for machine learning. Security, Human-computer interaction, detection of
different human emotions etc. are challenging problems. Human's show their feelings using
facial expressions that are also part of communication. It is very easy to recognize the
emotions and facial expressions for human but for machines, emotion recognition is a
challenging task. There are various factors that play a vital role in developing an emotion
recognition system. The important step in any facial expression is to detect the face
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accurately, extract the feature and classify them. A wide variety of methodologies have been
used in this field to detect human emotions.
A general process of emotion detection has four stages. Face detection, Preprocessing,
feature extraction and face recognition. Viola-Jones(VJ) algorithm is used to extract features
for identifying emotion images, then it can categorize human emotion using Haar and KNearest Neighbor (KNN) [1-2]. The mapping of extracted facial images with databases is the
major problem because of analysis of lips and eye features and 2-dimensional nature of an
image, in order to overcome the above problems, the extracted images can be analyzed using
Region of interest (ROI) [4]. Facial expression recognition can be done using Statistical
unsupervised technique ICA(independent component analysis) and genetic algorithm.
Genetic algorithm is the feature optimizing technique that implements a system to recognize
and predict facial emotions [3]. About 55% effect of overall facial emotions is proved that
contributed to social interactions [5].
The main aim of this paper is to develop an accurate and robust method for Face Emotion
recognition using CNN. This is enforced by developing a system which is capable of
classifying an image into one of the eight basic emotions.
2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A Unique method is described for facial emotion recognition systems in this paper. There
are 3 stages: face recognition, feature extraction and emotion classification.

Fig1.Proposed block diagram
The dataset contains 215 images with resolution of 256*256 pixels and seven facial
emotions. This dataset contains features such as Light intensity, background and size of face
indicating real world situations [12-13].
2.1 Pre-processing
This step is used to remove unwanted images such as noisy image, blur image and shadow
image and also smoothens the images from video using Gabor filter. The resultant images are
used to extract facial expressions.
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2.2 Face Detection
VJ face detection technique is used to identify the facial image. Using the V-J technique
Haar-wavelet concept is used to detect faces by developing Integral image.
There are four stages in VJ technique; they are Haar, Integral image, AdaBoost and Cascade
structure.
Figure 2 shows different types of Haar features. Haar feature is applied on input images to
check whether there are any facial images present in the captured image. Haar feature can be
calculated by adding of whole image pixel and then are subtracted to get a single value. If the
obtained value is more in that area, then it indicates the presence of a human face in the
image.

Fig2. The different type of Haar features
The Integral-Image technique is used to evaluate the summation of pixel beyond and left to
the corresponding pixels in a particular rectangle of an image as shown in fig3.

Fig3.Integral image
AdaBoost is used to generate strong classifiers from weak classifiers. This can reduce false
positive detection rate and also reduce the redundant features wc.


wc  


1: identified feature
0 : not identified any feature
(1)

Fig4.Stages of VJ face detection
Cascade structure is used to remove the false positive images and also used to check the
presence of face in a particular portion of an image.
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2.3 Feature Extraction
Feature Extraction plays a vital role in the FER system by improving the accurateness of
facial emotion images. There are various extraction techniques such as Local binary pattern
(LBP), Gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), Gray Level Weight Matrix (GLWM),
Traditional Gabor Filter (TGF) and DBWP which are used for classification of texture. In this
paper, two feature extraction techniques such as GLCM and LBP are proposed for texture
classification.
2.3.1 Gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)
GLCM is an analytical texture technique that creates a matrix by spatial relationship of pixels
with the dependence matrix of gray-level. After creation of the matrix, statistical measures
are extracted by approximating recurrent pixel pairs using precise value in an image. This is a
square matrix with Ng dimension, where Ng is the number of gray image levels. Element [i,
j] of the matrix is generated by calculating the number of times an occurrence of value i of
neighboring pixel with value j of pixel, then the whole matrix is divided by the total number
of such relationships [3]. Thus, every entry is considered as probability that a neighbor pixel
with value i will occur near pixel of value j. GLCM can be defined as
(2)
Where P is the probability with positions p1 and p2 in the grayscale image I.
2.3.2 Local binary pattern (LBP)
LBP is an efficient-texture analysis operator which marks the image pixels by thresholding
each neighboring pixel and then results in a binary number. Owing to power discrimination
and computationally simple [4], LBP is the popular approach in real-time applications for its
robustness to monotonically changes in gray-scale by change in light intensity in fig.4.

Fig5.LBP
2.4 Principal Components Analysis
PCA is used to extract features from face images and resized face images. It is also used to
reduce dimensionality of face image. It is mathematical approach which converts set of
correlated N face images into a set of Eigen faces images.
A set of face images are in training, then it is denoted with large Eigen values by the greatest
Eigen faces for better approximation of the face. After result of Eigen faces, each face image
can be indicated by a linear permutation of Eigen faces, then it symbolized as vectors. The
input image features are matched with standard features in dataset for recognition.
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2.5 Classifiers
There are 3 different types of classifiers; they are KNN, CNN and SVM for classification of
textures.
i.KNN classifier is a method to classify objects based on k. k implies the number of adjacent
neighboring sample in feature space. If k=1, then the object is allocated to its adjacent
neighbor class [11]. The neighbors are occupied from accurately classified set of known
objects. This is taken as training set for the classifier.
ii. CNN is the most used ANN algorithms in CV. CNN contains of a series of convolutional
layers, the output which is related only to local regions in the input. This is done by slidingfilter, or weighted-matrix, over the input and at every point calculating the convolution
product between the input and filter [5].
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this paper, proposed work is implemented using Matlab. For this, input datasets is taken
from Kaggle and KDEF databases [12-13] on facial expression detection. This dataset
consists of 215 images with 7 facial emotions such as happy, sad, surprise, angry, disgust,
fear and neutral. These datasets can be trained by loading the datasets
Initially preprocessing is used to remove the unwanted images and also smoothens the images
from input datasets using Gabor filter. For FER, VJ face detection technique is used to
identify each facial emotion in input dataset images. After FER, image features are extracted
using GLCM, LBP method. To distinguish the texture information of image,GLCM and LBP
technique is used to improve the classification performance. PCA is the feature selection
technique that is used to extract features from face images and resized face images. It is used
is used to reduce dimensionality of face data, the whole dataset is separated for training and
classification. Out of number of face images, 75% of the face images are trained and
remaining of 25% is tested using CNN classifier by predicting seven emotions.

Fig6.Different face emotions result
The above figure 6 show face interested region and its corresponding gradient image. The
classification of emotion is displayed above the input image.
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Fig7.Accuracy and log-loss plot of CNN
The confusion Matrix of the Facial Emotion Detection is constructed in Table1 using the
complete Merged Image.
Table1.Confusion matrix of CNN

Table 2 shows accuracy outcome of CNN is comparatively good than other classifiers.

Methods
Accuracy

Table2.Comparative result of different classifiers
CNN
ANN
KNN
94.77%
75.00%
66.23%

SVM
65.74%

4. CONCLUSION
FER is the important improvement in the area of CV and AI.The proposed work is used to
identify the facial appearance from the image and classify different feelings. For FER, is used
to identify each facial emotion in input dataset images, then histogram base image
enhancement is applied to enhancing brightness of image followed by LPB, GLCM and PCA
based feature extraction which extracted details from face images.PCA is used to reduces
dimensionality of face data, The whole system is trained and classified using CNN classifiers
for final emotion recognition. Accuracy of this work is about 94.77% is achieved for six
emotions. In future, emotion recognition can be developed for real time.
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